Abstract. Structural rearrangements, including copy-number alterations and inversions, are increasingly recognized as an important contributor to human genetic variation. Copy number variants are readily measured via array-based techniques like comparative genomic hybridization, but copy-neutral variants such as inversion polymorphisms remain difficult to identify without whole genome sequencing. We introduce a method to identify inversion polymorphisms and estimate their frequency in a population using readily available single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data. Our method uses a probabilistic model to describe a population as a mixture of forward and inverted chromosomes and identifies putative inversions by characteristic differences in haplotype frequencies around inversion breakpoints. On simulated data, our method accurately predicts inversions with frequencies as low as 25% in the population and reliably estimates inversion frequencies over a wide range. On the human HapMap Phase 2 data, we predict between 88 and 142 inversion polymorphisms with frequency ranging from 20 to 92 percent. Many of these correspond to known inversions or have other evidence supporting them, and the predicted inversion frequencies largely agree with the limited information presently available.
Introduction
Characterization of variation in human populations has primarily focused on single nucleotide polymorphisms (or SNPs); large genotyping projects like HapMap [1] and others [2] provide a catalog of human SNPs useful for disease association and population genetics studies. There is now increasing appreciation that SNPs are not the only source of genetic variation in humans and that structural rearrangements including copy number variants and inversion polymorphisms are common [3] . Moreover, these structural variants have also been associated with disease [4] and have undergone selection in human lineages [5, 6] .
Measurement of copy number variants is becoming routine with microarray based techniques like SNP chips [7, 8] or array comparative genomic hybridization [9] . In addition several methods have been introduced to identify copy-number variants from SNP data [10, 11, 12] . However, measurement of inversions is difficult because they do not lead to changes in DNA copy number and thus cannot be measured via microarray hybridization. With the advent of whole genome sequencing, inversions and inversion polymorphisms have been found to be common in mammalian genomes, particularly microinversions less than a megabase in length that were largely invisible to earlier cytogenetic techniques. Paired-end sequencing studies in the human genome [13, 14, 15] and whole-genome resequencing of two individuals [16, 17] have collectively identified over 400 inversion polymorphisms, as reported in the Database of Genomic Variants [18] , but this is likely to be an underestimate due to the fact that few individuals have been assayed. Indeed, a comparison of human and chimpanzee genome sequences reported 1,576 putative inversions that distinguished these two species and also found that some of these were polymorphic in one lineage [19] . A later study [20] showed that while some of these inversions were artifacts, microinversions are frequent enough in mammalian genomes to reconstruct mammalian phylogeny using only microinversions in a 3Mb locus as phylogenetic characters. Finally, little is known about the frequencies of inversion polymorphisms in different human populations, with a few notable exceptions such as a common inversion under positive selection in Europeans that was linked to increased fertility [5] .
While inversion polymorphisms in the human genome have only recently received attention, inversions have been studied in Drosophila since the pioneering work of Sturtevant and Dobzhansky in the 1930's. Indeed much of the knowledge of the population genetics of inversions comes from studies in Drosophila, where inversion polymorphisms are large enough to be observed with microscopes. Inversions segregating in a population have been shown to leave distinct population genetic signatures including reduced recombination rates and nucleotide variation [21] that result from suppression of recombination between standard and inverted arrangements in heterozygotes [22] . These signatures are extremely subtle, yet Bansal et al. [23] cleverly designed a method to predict inversion polymorphisms from SNP data. Their method relies on a statistic derived from patterns of long-range linkage disequilibrium between SNPs on either side of inversion breakpoints. However, by relying on linkage disequilibrium, a quantity computed over the whole population, their method has almost no power to identify inversions appearing in a population at frequencies less than 50%, and has limited power to detect inversions even at frequencies as high as 75%. Moreover, their method does not estimate the frequency of an inversion polymorphism or distinguish individuals containing an inversion.
We introduce a novel method to identify inversion polymorphisms and estimate their frequencies from SNP data. Our method employs a generative probabilistic model to identify characteristic differences in haplotype frequencies around inversion breakpoints. In our model, we consider whether the observed haplotypes surrounding a pair of genomic loci can be explained as arising from a mixture of forward chromosomes, with SNPs in the reference genome order, and inverted chromosomes, with SNPs in the reverse order. We compare this mixture model to the null model that describes the observed haplotypes assuming no inversion, and determine whether a mixture with a specific frequency is a better description of the observed haplotypes. We applied our method to both simulated data and data from the HapMap Phase 2 [1]. On simulated data, we accurately predict inversions with frequencies as low as 25% in the population and we reliably estimate the frequency of inversions over a range of frequencies from
